
 

 
 

Clare High School 
Bring Your Own Technology (BYOT) Computer Program 

 

To Seek A Worthy Goal 

  
 

Through our partnership with Learning With Technologies (LWT), CHS’s BYOT Purchase Portal provides 

parents with access to discounted education pricing along with commercial grade components 

and warranty service. 

CHS has worked with LWT to select a range of devices to suit our school environment. These devices 

suit a range of budgets, and key features include: 

- More rugged construction than a consumer-grade laptop 

- Light weight and all-day battery life 

- Included 3 Year extended warranty and on-site repairs 

- Commercial grade wireless adaptor 

- Guaranteed suitability for optimal functioning on the CHS network, incorporating heavy usage 

and movement from one class to the next. 

- Back-up loan device provided by CHS while warranty or insurance claims are resolved. 

- Minimised repair time as servicing and repair works are completed on-site by a registered 

repair agent. 

- Optional accidental damage protection for up to 3 years (strongly advised) 

Please note, if trying to make price comparisons between LWT and electronic retailers, true 

comparisons will be difficult due to the additional components and features offered through LWT, 

such as extended warranty and business/enterprise grade components. 

Purchases through LWT can be fully upfront or made over a 36 month payment plan. 

CHS strongly advises all families to utilise the purchasing option made available by the school 

through LWT. 

Use the following web address to access the Purchase Portal: clarehs.orderportal.com.au 

For families who choose to purchase a device by other means, please ensure that the device meets 

all of the following specifications as a minimum: 

Device Type:  Windows Laptop, Notebook or 2-in-1 Device 

Operating System:  Windows 10 (not Windows 10S) 

Processor:  Intel Pentium N5000, Core M3, I3 or bigger; AMD Ryzen 3 or bigger 

RAM:  4GB 

Storage:  128GB (SSD storage is preferable to HDD) 

Screen:  11” or bigger 

Battery Life:   Should initially exceed 8 hours – depreciation will occur over time 

 

The CHS network is constructed and configured using Windows, and optimised to support Windows 

10 devices. Windows devices provide the best match for the expertise and expectations of teachers 

and offer the greatest range of classroom applications. As such, from 2021, non-windows devices 

(including Apple MacBook) will not be acceptable or connected to the network unless already in 

use by an existing student. 

Please contact IT for more details: dl.0773.ictadmin@schools.sa.edu.au 

 


